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Sakura vs Seth

"Y'put on a nice show, kid,"; the older male Past tense verb his Noun unreadable. His tone was

too cool to be an Noun of how he really felt. "But if I'd wanted to see the Event I would've gone

to a Location ; He stepped back and let himself fall down to a crouching position. A damaged

Body part touched the Noun and nearly caused him to lose his balance but the male recovered in

time. "Now how'm I gonna pay these medical Noun ? Guess I've got to leave you alive for the

Noun what a shame, but I can't just let you go without leaving you a little something to remember me

by."; An unsettling grin took over his features and he struck out at the youth's Body part to disable him.

No, no. At the last second he changed the target of the strike to the general front of his Body part . There

was an artery or something that would make him Past tense verb out, fall asleep or something but honestly

Seth wanted him to be awake for it all because hell, he was stuck anyway. He Past tense verb back up by

the force of his legs (arms had proven to be a bad idea) and straightened out for the most part and Past 

tense verb his prey.

Adjective Adjective . Oh, it was just so Adjective . The male struck out with a boot at the

youth's shoulder where it connected to his trapezius muscle- right where he had stabbed Rpc's_name at the

beginning. Where had that Weapon gone? He supposed he'd dropped it without noticing. What a shame.

But he didn't need a Weapon to Verb through Noun ; he didn't need a Weapon to

Verb someone



for the rest of their Verb . And then- oh, why had he used the Verb ? Convenience. But it

covered up all of the good parts and that meant he'd have to settle for shoulders, head trauma. Hopefully, the

jackass wouldn't Verb . Or hopefully, he would still get the money even if the kid was Past tense 

verb . They just wanted the Noun right? That was the assumption he'd been operating on all along

from what he'd known of the Proper noun anyway.

He ended up stopping after his first Verb stroking his facial stubble with his left hand's Verb .

(His good Body part his right Same body part had been all but ruined already at the hands of the

aforementioned jackass.) How would he go about dealing with the issue of feeling wronged? Oh, he knew.

Palmer lowered his Body part (his good Same body part of course) and Past tense verb his

Noun . Yup, that Drink he'd drunk earlier was just going through him too quickly. He blamed

Chemical . Palmer Past tense verb it out and Past tense verb himself all over Sakura's exposed

body. Namely, his Body part and Body part and maybe his upper torso right before his trapped

arms. It was fitting.

.
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